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1. PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (PO's)

PROGRAMME NAME: M.A. ENGLISH

POl- Inspire an aesthetic appreciation for English literature and language.

PO2 -Cultivate intellectual curiosity, creativity and the desire for lifelong learning.

PO3 -lnculcate effective use of English in creative expression and day-to{ay life.

PO4 -Enhance the ability to think and write critically and clearly.

PO$ Recognize the scop€ ofEnglish literature and language in terms of career opportunities,

communication, media and soft skills.

2. PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES: @SO's)

After successfrrl completion of this programme, student will able to

PSOI - Enhancing knowledge of different literatures in English.

PSO2 - Understanding of values and culture inherited in literary texts.

PSO3 - Cultivating critical ability to explore literary texts from varied points ofview

PSO4 - Displaying expertise to pursue research in English.

PSOS - Acquisition of life skills for wider employment avenues.
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COURSE OUTCOMES

SEII{ESTER _ I

CORE -I CHAUCER AND THE ELIZABETHAN AGE(T7PENOI)

COl: Obtain a literary acumen to face MCQs of NET/SET examinations and other

competitive examinations

CO2: Significantly point out the religious and cultural temperament of the period

CO3: Analyze and interpret the language of the early writers of the Modem English period

and he rise of drama during the period

CO4: Interpret the different genres employed during the period and the contribution of
the writers prescribed for study

CO5: Leam diflerent characters of the dramas in a unique way

Study various asp€cts of tragedy and comedy ofthe Elizabethan period CORE -tr CORE -II

CORE tr RESTORATION AND TEE AUGUSTAN AGE (17PENO2)

COl: Identifo peculiar features of Restoration and Augustan Prose and Poetry

C02: Discem it with preceding and succeeding Ages

CO3: Demonstrate indepth comprehension of prescribed texts

CO4: Analyzes English literary tradition from King Charles II to the Augustan age

cos: Distinguish literary texts that reflect the socio-cultural and political interest ofthe

period

CORE -Itr TflE ROMANTIC AGE (I7PENO3)

COl: They can leam the works of major Romantic poets including Blake, Bums,

CO2: Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byro4 Shelley, Keats, and others.

co3: Distinguish between Romanticism and the literary movements that preceded and

followed it.

CO4: Connect the works of the Romantics to their social and historical backgrounds.

C05: Demonstrate how romantic pel-194fttqgp to its time
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CORE IV - INDIAN WRITING IN ENGLISH (I7PENO4)

COl: Acquire literary sensibilitv to appreciate various works of Indian writers in Enslish

CO2: Gather a comprehensive knowledge of the evolution of various genres practised

by Indian English Writers

CO3: Receive an overall idea of the social, cultural, and political factors influencing the
scenario of Indian Writing in English

CO4: leam literary appreciation of the evolution of literary techniques practiced by
Indian writers in English

CO5: Students would have learnt the values or spiritual refinement in human life

ELECTTVE - AMERICAN LITERATURE (17PENE01)

COI: Significantly point out the religious and cultural temperament of the period and

familiarize the various literary movements that flourished in America

CO2: lnterpret the different genres and the contribution ofthe writers prescribed for study

CO3: Analyze modemism in American literature

CO4: Explore the uniqueness of American Literature at an advanced level

COS: studying about the American concept of freedom, liberty, and life.

SEMESTER-II

CORE -V THE VICTORIAN AGE (17PENO5)

COI: Students read about the works of major Victorian poets including Tennyson, the

CO2: Brownings, Amold, Hopkins, the Rossettis, Swinbume, and others.

CO3: Interpret and analyze representative novels and plays of the Victorian era.

CO4: Connect the works of major Victorian writers to their social and historical

backgrounds.

CO5: Analyze and explain representative intellectual cwrents of the Victorian era as

expressed by such writers as Carlyle, Newman, Arnold, Huxley and Darwin.

CORE VI- TWENTIETH CENTTIRY LITERATURE (17PENO6)

COl: Obtain a literary acumen to face MCQs of NET/SET Examinations and other

competitive examinations

CO2: Evaluate the impact of the two World Wars on British literature

co3: Examine the works of the twentieth cenhry,writers, applyrng the differ.en1 tools of

modernistandposmodernistapproach.es,' ' " \(--.1
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and industry/professional standards.

C04: Introduce the basics ofjoumalism.

COS: Inculcate the knowledge of elements pfjoumalism
x/
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CO4: Make themselves self-sufficient in their knowledge to interpret at multiple levels

C05: Understood the new techniques i.e. Psycho analysis and stream of consciousness.

coRE -vrr - SHAKESPEARE (17PEN07)

COl: Student can attend MCQs of NET/SET Examinations and other competitive
examinations

CO2: Sipificantly point out the contribution of the "supreme dramatist and poet of all
times"and his mastery in various types of dramas

CO3: Probe the critical principles involved and to put the criticism in perspective by relating
to the temper ofthe Age of Shakespeare

CO4: Engage with a variety of scholarly views and critical conversations about

Shakespeare's works as literature.

COS: Students to appreciate the language of Shakespeare's Plays and Sonnets and the variery-

of themes introduced by him.

ELECTM U - LINGUISTICS AND STYLTSTTCS (r7pEr\r802)

COI: Comprehend the study of language that deals with definitions, scope of enquiry,
and concepts in Linguistics

CO2: Apply the basics of modem grammar and the main tenets of transformational
syntax for a competent usage of English language

CO3: Understanding different sources of meaning

CO4: Perceive the relationship between language and society, and language and mind

CO5: Explore the different areas ofapplications of linguistics to language teaching, stylistics,

and translation

EDC JOURANALISM AIYD MASS COMMUMCATION

COl:The student understand what communication professionals do and the relationship

between academic theory and professional practice.

CO2:They can demonstrate critical thinking skills when generating, consuming, and

evaluating messages in relevant communication contexts.

CO3:Create written messages demonstrating command of relevant communication constructs
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SEMESTER -III

ELECTN',E -I FEMINIST WRITING (12PENE01)

COI: Understand Gender and Women's Studies as an academic field of study, be familiar
with its major concepts, history, assumptions, and theories/theorists, and recognize its

epistemological and methodological diversity and character.

CO2: Recognize the intersections between gender and other social and cultural identities,

including, but not limited to, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, class and sexuality.

CO3: Expose the ways in which societal institutions and power structues impact the

material realities of women's lives.

CO4: Demonstrate adequate skills in listening, speaking, and writing effectively, performing

critical thinking and analysis, incorporating

CO5:Analyze feminist rereading of well-known works, directing attention to subversive

strategies

ELECTTVE -II TRANSNATIONAL CRITICISM ( 12PENEO2)

COl: Understand the significance of translation work in literary field and acknowledge the

various theories of translation studies

CO2: Analyze how literary translafion can work as a medium for cultural exchange

between countries

CO3:Translate different gemes and forms of literary works, applying the different

Theories

CO4: Evaluate and appreciate translated literary works

CO5: Obtain literary acumen in answering multiple choice questions for SET/NET and

other competitive

SEMESTER III

coRE vlrr- AMERTCAN LTTERATUR"E, (12PEN08)

col: Significantly point out the religious and cultural temperament of the period and

familiarize the various literary movements that flourished in America

CO2: Interpret the different genres and the contribution of the writers nrescribldprstudt 
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CO4: Explore the uniqueness of American Literature at an advanced level

CO5: studying about the American concep of freedom, liberty, and life.

CORE IX - LINGUSTICS AI\[D STYLISTICS (12PENO9)

COI: Comprehend the study of language that deals with definitions, scope of enquiry,
and concepts in Linguistics

CO2: Apply the basics of modem grammar and the main tenets of transformational
syntax for a competent usage of English language

CO3: Understanding different sources of meaning

CO4: Perceive the relationship between language and society, and language and mind

CO5: Explore the different areas of applications of linguistics to language teaching, stylistics,
and translation

coRE x-PosT coLoNrAL STUDTES (I2PEN10)

C01: Develop a detailed knowledge and mderstanding of the histories, politics and

theoretical concepts deployed by the term Postcolonial, postcolonialism and postcoloniality.

CO2:Think critically about the contexts of exploration and colonialism in relation to

Postcolonial societies.

CO3: Understanding different approaches to culture, nationalism, multiculturalism,

migration,gender and race in the context of post-colonial societies.\

CO4: Students should have a wide and thorough reading ofcolonialism ofthe 19th and early

20th century which they should be able to read critically and relate to other spaces and time

periods.

CO5: Read, comprehend, and engage with postcolonial literary criticism

CORE XI- COMPARATIVE LITERATURE AND TRANSLATION (12PEN11)

COl : Understanding the values of comparative studies in the cunent scenario

CO2: Comprehend the correspondence between national and world literatures

co3: learning various theories pertaining to the dissemination of literature

co4: Acquire knowledge about various genres and the correspondence between literature

and other disciPlines

cos: obtain literary competence to answer MCQs of NET/SET Examinations and other

competitive examinations
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SEMESTERIV

CORE -XII - RESEARCE METHOIX)LOGY AI\D REf, TORIC

COl: Introduce the basic concepts of researching, giving them a clear idea of the philosophy
and meaning of research.

CO2:Understanding the differences between research in the sciences on the one hand and the
humanities and literature on the other.

CO3: Train the students in the art ofthesis writing and the methods of analyzing and

Organizing the material and the mechanics ofthesis.

CM: Students will have a firm grasp of Research

COS:They will acquaint themselves with the major critics of the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries

coRE -xrtr - LTTERARY CRTTICISM (12p8N13)

COl: Trace the growth and development of literary theories and principles CO2: Compare

and contrast the modern schools of thought with the old ones CO3: Evaluate literary texts o
n the basis ofpsycho anal,rtical, linguistic, and stylistic theories

CO4: Appreciate texts in the light of "Art for Art's sake"

CO5: Obtain a literary acumen to face challenging competitive examinations like NET

/SET etc., with confidence

CORE XIV - GEI\IERAL ESSAY (I2PEN14)

COI: Write a paragraph with a topic sentence, support, and concluding sentence;

CO2: Create hiVher views and opinions in a few words possible

c03: Produce coherent and unified paragraphs with adequate support and detail;

CO4: They can give an effective introduction and conclusion;

C05: Produce a well-organized academic essay himselflherself

ELECTIVE TV _ TEACBI]NG OF ENGLISE LANGUAGE

COI: Identi! different schools and principles of literary criticism

CO2: Acquire the knowledge about the different methods of literary criticism

CO3: Distinguish between the various approaches to literary texts
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CO4: Relate literature to life and analyze the texts in the light of socio-political and

historical backgrounds

COS: Combines the principles of ELT with practice to enable students to perceive and
perpetuate a model of classroom interaction and effective teaching.

CORE-PROJECT

COl: Apply the theories they have leamt to interpret literary works

CO2: Evaluate literary texts on the basis of psycho analytical, linguistic, and stylistic theories

CO3: Gaining conceptual knowledge and the fundamentals of the research.

CO4: Understanding the concepts and standards underlying in the Methods of research in
English literature

CO5: compile the relevant literature and frame hypotheses for research as applicable
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